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It is well known that the classical physical theory must be the consequence of the quantum 

theory. It is precisely therefore so much effort was made for the construction of the quantum 

gravity. We propose the variant of its construction, which did not find an alternative.  

The principle of the theoretical notions adequacy to experimental data must be put in the 

base of the serious physical theory. It is precisely therefore we attach the fundamental importance 

to sвmmetrТes аСТМС’s refleМtТnР tСe matter propertТes Тn tСe МonНenseН (pТtСвΨ form. For this in 

the elementary particle physics is used the scattering matrix which allows to guess a form of 

transition operators if only for linear approximation. Because we must forecast results of future 

experiments, the description of physical systems states will proceeds by use of smooth functions, 

which it is desirable to obtain as solutions of differential equations. It is precisely therefore we 

shall approximate the transition operators by differential operators using the variation formalism. 

We note that the presence of the Universe neutrino background with the finite Fermi energy EF is 

the catalytic agent of stochastic processes, but the large value of this energy causes to the 

determinancy of physical processes (we shall use the system of units h/(2π) = c = 1, where h is the 

Planck constant and c is the velocity of light). Specifically we connect the large value of the Fermi 

energy and the low temperature of the Universe neutrino background with the stability (or if only 

with the metastability) of elementary particles. 

In the degenerate state background fermions of Universe, generating Fermi and Bose 

liquids, are weakly-interacting particles, but it is not excluded by the interaction with hadrons their 

exhibition as color fermions – ghosts. We do not exclude also the possibility, that in the state of 

the Fermi liquid with the sufficiently low (To << mp , mp is the proton mass) temperature To , (that 

must be characterized by the spontaneously broken symmetry) they must be considered as right 
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neutrinos and left antineutrinos with the sufficiently high ( mp << EF ) Fermi energy EF (“sterТle” 

neutrТnos anН “sterТle” antТneutrТnos [1]Ψ. It must be eбСТbТteН Тn tСe absenМe of tСese partТМles bв 

decays attributed to weak interactions of low energies (a mirror asymmetry) [1]. Note, that the 

transition to the classical physics proceeds by use of EF   . We shall consider the covariant 

gauge theory of strong interactions in the affine connection space, on the base of which may be 

produced both the quantum chromodynamics and the strong gravitation theory [2]. We regard, that 

the standard gravitation interaction is not the fundamental one, but it is generated by collective 

oscillations in the Universe neutrino sea [3]. In consequence of this the weak interaction acquires 

the global value, because it causes the bond of neutrinos both one with the other and with charged 

leptons and quarks.  

We consider the action which has the form as the following integral   

 

          
n n

n n
A d V X X d V 

 
                                         (1) 

 

(Λ Тs a δaРranРТanΨ. Here anН furtСer   is a constant;  x   is the density matrix (tr  = 1, + 

= , tСe top ТnНeб “+” Тs tСe sвmbol of tСe HermТtТan МonjuРatТonΨ anН tСe bar means tСe 

generalized Dirac conjugation which must coincide with the standard one in particular case that is 

to be the superposition of Hermitian conjugation and the spatial inversion of the space-time M4. 

We shall name solutions (x) of differential equations, which are being produced by the 

requirement of the minimality of the integral (1), as the maximum plausible realizations of Lie 

local loops Gr(x) [2] and we shall use for the construction of the all set of functions {(x)} 

(generated by the help of the transition operators). 

Let NnE   is the vector fiber space with the base Mn and the projection N , )(x  is the 

arbitrary section of fibre bundle NnE  , i  is the covariant derivative symbol. Let us to consider 

the infinitesimal substitutions defining the vector space mapping of the neighbour points x and 

xx   ( ,Ux  ,Uxx   nMU  ) and conserving the possible linear dependence between 

vectors. We НemanН tСat tСe aМtТon Α аas tСe ТnvarТant one аТtС respeМt to tСe ТnfТnТtesТmal 

substitutions of the local Lie loop Gr(x) conserving the type of geometrical objects. By this the 

components Cab
c(x), alternating on down indices of the structural tensor, must satisfy to the 

generalized Jacobi identities  
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0d e i e i j e

ab c d a bc a bi ij c
C C C R                                            (2) 

 

( )(xR e
ijc  are the curvature tensor components of the connection )(xb

ai ; here and further xi are 

the co-ordinates of the point x,; ii xx   are the co-ordinates of the point x + x; Latin indices a, 

b, c, d, e will run the values of integers from 1 to r; Latin indices Т, j, k, …  will run the values of 

integers from 1 to n). 

That the appearance of stringent restrictions can be excluded on a Lagrangian we introduce 

its dependence on gauge fields B(x) [2]. Let  

 

BB   =  tr  BB                                                          (3) 

 

in the Lagrangian (1). Further fields (x) we shall name as prime ones. We denote the components 

of the gauge fields B(x) as:  xBc
a . Probably the rank of the density matrix   equals n, but it is 

impossible to eliminate that the given equality is satisfied only approximately when some 

components of a density matrix can be neglected. In any case we shall consider that among fields

b
aB  the mixtures i

a  were formed with non-zero vacuum means i
ah  which determine differentiable 

vector fields  xi
a  for considered domain n  as: 

 

i b i
a a b

B                                                                  (4) 

(spontaneous breaking of symmetry, fields  xi
a  determine a differential of a projection d  from 

rr M  in nn M ).  

Let us rewrite the integral (1) in the following manner  

 

   1 2

n n

t t n n
d V B d V

 
            ,                               (5) 

 

where   is the constant which is connected with the normalization and  
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1

( ) ( ) /( ),b a a c b

b a a b c
X X D D B B                                   (6) 

 

( ) ( ).c c i

a a c a c i c
D B X B L                                          (7) 

 

Since the action (5) must be invariant by infinitesimal substitutions of the Lie local loop 

Gr(x), then the Lagrangian  B2  must depend on the gauge [1] (boson) fields xB  by intensities 

 BFc
ab , having the form  

  c c i d i d d

ab d a i b b i a ab
F B B       ,                               (8) 

 

Where 

  c c i a c c

b b b i a a
B       ,          e e c d c d c d e

ab d a c b b c a a b cd
B B L B L B B C    .             (9) 

 

Hereinafter a selection of fieldsa
i  and a

c  are limited by the relations: 

 

a i i

j a j
    ,               a i i

c a c
h                                            (10) 

 

Further it is convenient to use the following Lagrangian: 

 

2
[ ( ) ( ) ( )],

4

c d ag e b b e be a g a g ag be ab ge

ab ge c d c d d c c d cd
F F t s s s s t s s s s u t t t t

            (11) 

 

(  ,   are constants) [1]. If b b
a as  , ab abt   , ab abu   ( ab are metric tensor components of the 

flat space and ab  are tensor components of a converse to basic one) then the given Lagrangian is 

most suitable one at the description of the symmetry matter (all matter states are equally likely), 

because it is most symmetrical one concerning intensities of the gauge fields c
abF  (within hadrons 

anН аТtСТn so nameН “blaМk Сoles”Ψ. АСat Тs more аe sСall requТre tСe realТzatТon of tСe 
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correlations: 

 

0a db b da

c d c d
L L   ,                                               (12) 

 

that the transition operatorsb
acL  generate the symmetry which follows from the made assumptions.  

The transition to the matter description of the observable space region for which one it is possible 

to suspect that the presence of cluster states of interacting particles will be expressed in following 

formula for tensorsb
as , abt , abu  and a

ih : 

 

,b i b c b

a a i a c
s s h       ( )( )

( ) ( )
,ab a b l k a b c d

l k c d
t t         ,i j c d c d

ab a b i j cd a b cd
u u h h            

( )

( )
.a k a

i i k
h h                                                               (13)  

 

( ( ),( ),( ),( ),... 1,2,..., ; , , , , 1, 2,..., ;i j k l n a b c d e n n n r      r /r«1Ψ, аСere fТelНs  ( )j
ih x , taking 

into account the relations (13), are determined uniquely from equations: a i i
k a kh h  . Similarly 

tensors ( )( )i j , ab  are determined from equations: ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )

i k i
j k j   , ab a

cb c   , while tensors 

( )( )i j , ab  are determined as follows: ( )( ) ( ) ( )
a b

i k ab i k    , c d
ab cd a b    . We shall connect 

constants ( )
a
i , a

b  with a selection of the gauge fields  a
i x  recording them by in the form 

 

( )

( )

a a k a b

i k i b i
                                                        (14) 

 

and let 0a
b  . Besides we shall apply the decomposition of fields  a

bB x  in the form  

 

a a i a b

c i c b c
B A     ,                                                    (15) 

 

where b b a
c a cA B . Note that we decompose the physical system described by fields  a

bB x  on two 

subsystems. One of them described by fields  i
a x , will play the role of the slow subsystem. In 

addition components of intermediate tensor fields  i
a x ,  b

a x ,  a
i x ,  a

b x  should be 
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connected by the relations: a j j
i a i   , 0a b

i a   , 0a j
b a   , a c c

b a b   . So, we shall use the 

reduced set of fields     ,i b
c cx A x  instead of the full set   a

cB x .  

Of course, taking into account the absence of a bijection between the real world and the 

mathematical one, we can construction the maximum plausible physical theory only. It allows 

using an elemental description, if only for a local domain. We shall use that smooth manifolds are 

locally diffeomorphic ones to the Euclidean space or to the pseudo-Euclidean space in a certain 

neighborhood of any point. Therefore we shall choose the connection components ( )b
ia x  equal to 

zero in the region under consideration. Since stable states or metastable states are characterized 

the specific symmetries, then giving the parameter dependence of structural tensor components

c
abC , we can describe decay processes of elementary particles if only approximately. Specifically, 

we shall consider that the process of the spontaneous symmetry breaking is characterized the quasi-

group structure (we take account of the presence of the Universe neutrino background which is the 

catalytic agent of stochastic processes, including decays of elementary particles). In consequence 

of this it is logically connect the stability of differential equations (2) solutions with the stability 

of elementary particles. As a result functions  c
abC x  must describe the process of spontaneous 

breaking of symmetry at hadrons decay. Specifically, when n = r = 8, it allows to do not increase 

the count of gauge fields beyond 8 as in the grand unified theory. Thereby we consider that gluons 

are present in the space domain where intermediate vector bosons are absent and on the contrary 

intermediate vector bosons are present in the space domain where gluons are absent.  

Further we shell rely on the cold plasma theory developed for the first-kind superconductor 

and for the second-kind superconductor. By this a nuclear matter is an analog of second-kind 

superМonНuМtors аТtС respeМt to Рluons, аСТМС’s as vortТМes penetrate Тn a ψose МonНensate of 

Cooper pairs compounded from neutrinos , at the same time the vacuum with respect to gluons is 

an analog of first-kind superconductors. We assume that the interaction energy must depend on a 

number of particles and quasi-particles participating in this interaction, defining its dependence to 

spaМe МoorНТnates bв means of a mean number of bosons, аСТМС’s are exchanged two hadrons. As 

a result (n  is a number of bosons): 

 

1 1

1 2

2 / 2 /

1 1 1 2 1 2
( , ) 0 0

2 / ,
N N

n r T n r T

n n

E ne T e dV dV
 

 
     

 
                 (16) 
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where 1 is the energy density of first body particles; 2 is the energy density of second body 

particles;  is the energy density of quasi-particles, T is theirs temperature; 1, 2 are the cross-

sections with the emission or the absorption of particles or quasi-particles.  

Because the gravitation theory is constructed, then naturally we must state the collision integral 

(16), retaining only two summands, as  

 

           

1 1

1 1

2 / 2 /

1 1 2 2 1 2
0 0

2 / 2 /

1 1 2 2 1 2
0 0

2 / ,

2 / ,
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w w

N N
n r T n r T
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N N
n r T n r T

w w
n n

E ne T e dV dV
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 (17) 

 

where s1, s2 are the cross-sections with the gluon emission or with the gluon absorption (the 

strong gravitation), w1, w2 are the cross-sections with the quasi-particle emission or with the 

quasi-particle absorption in the neutrino collinear beam (spin waves), cementing together two 

hadrons and produced of the weak interaction (the standard weak gravitation) [3]. Hence 

(considering, that N  ) it can obtain the potential as 

 

 
11s w

s w
B r B r

C C
U r

ee
                                                    (18) 

 

( 1ssB  , 21 sssC  , 1wwB  , 21 wwwC  ) for the description of the gravitation 

interaction. Naturally, that at very small distances processes must be described the quantum 

chromodynamics, but not the strong gravitation theory.  

Note that in the more general case, when the connection components )(xb
ai  are not equal 

to zero and the Lie local loop Gr(x) operates in the space of the affine connection as transitively so 

and effectively, then the correlations (2) become in the Ricci identity ( c
ab

c
ab SC 2 , c

abS  are the 

torsion tensor components of the space Mr). Because the symmetry, characterizing the physical 

system, is selected in terms of experimental data, the geometrical structure is only the maximum 

plausible one. Hence it follows that it is desirable to use the spaces of the affine connection with 

the torsion for the description of particles. What is more precisely the torsion must depend on a 

rest mass of a particle.  
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TСe assumptТon on tСe “sea” of quarks Тn tСe РrounН state alloаs usТnР tСe δanНau tСeorв 

of the Fermi liquid considering observable particles as quasi-particles on the background of 

“sterТle” neutrТnos anН “sterТle” antТneutrТnos. TСe propertТes of tСe latter’s must НefТne tСe 

geometrical and topological properties of the space-time nM . The transition to the description of 

the slow subsystem with the help of the space-time manifold is carried when the Fermi energy F 

of “sterТle” neutrТnos tenНs to ТnfТnТtв tСat alloаs usТnР tСe εТnkoаskТ spaМe Тn tСe МapaМТtв of tСe 

space characterizing the vacuum. In this case the quotation-marks Тn tСe аorНs “sterТle” neutrinos 

can be discarded, because these neutrinos will not collide with the other particles even at very high 

energies of the latter. The Universe all matter must be characterized (as it is adopted in the 

statistical physics) by the statistical sum with which it is a necessary to connect the cosmological 

term of General Relativity and it must not be equaled to zero. As a result, taking empirical data by the 

observation of type Ia supernovas into account, it understands the hypothesis necessity for the availability 

Тn tСe UnТverse of “Нark enerРв”, МonneМtТnР Тt аТtС tСe МosmoloРТМal term. 

Аe suРРesteН МonsТНerТnР “blaМk Сoles” as СaНrons аТtС verв larРe barвonТМ МСarРes [ζ]. 

It allows simulating similar objects in laboratory conditions (at high energy accelerators). 

Naturally, that we connect the use necessity of the quantum chromodynamics in the cosmology 

аТtС tСe МСanМe of tСe proМesses eбplanatТon аСТМС’s Рo Тn quasars anН nuМleТ of Seвfert РalaбТes 

with the very large energy release. The Einstein theory cannot apply for this as in it the substantial 

object – the space-time torsion is absent by the gravitation geometrization (the space-time torsion 

is the locally diffeomorphic one to the corresponding structural tensor field of the Lie local loop 

characterizing the symmetry of the quantum system). What is more, in the Hawking process of the 

“blaМk Сoles” quantum evaporatТon Тs vТolateН tСe МonservatТon loа of tСe barвonТМ МСarРe, 

accumulated the massive collapsing star. If we shall apply this process for the description to two-

photon decay of pseudoscalar neutral mesons (this low takes place), then we receive a discrepancy 

with experimental data (instead the increase of the particles lifetime it is reducing with the growth 

of their masses).  

We shall adhere to the principle which requires that the theoretical notions and statements 

were in agreement with experimental data. It is precisely therefore fundamental properties of a 

matter must find the representation in space properties. In the first place it is the quantization of 

electric charges. Secondly it is the space asymmetry of weak interactions. Moreover it is the 

stability or the metastability of physical systems. In consequence of this we put to doubt the 

standard cosmological model in which the Universe is supposed all but empty one. The Landau 

theory of Fermi liquid is the base for our approach. In this theory fermions forming of Fermi liquid 
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are not considered and only quasi-particles bear the key responsibility for quantitative calculations. 

At present it is considered that Hubble discovered accidentally the Universe expansion law 

because he received the reddening in the under study spectrum of the emission for the majority of 

galaxies at distances from Earth to 10 Mpc (1 Mpc  3.11024 cm ). Later the given region of 

UnТverse turneН to be nameН as “δoМal volume” anН tСe reМessТon of РalaбТes turneН to be nameН 

as the Hubble flux which is bounded with the cosmological expansion. Note that if distances from 

Earth are not the more 50 Mpc then the region (whiМС МoТnМТНes аТtС “tСe СomoРeneТtв Мell” of 

tСe UnТverseΨ Тs nameН as “tСe δoМal UnТverse”. 

We divide the Universe matter into two subsystems (slow and rapid), so that the baryon 

matter (a rapid subsystem) behavior (a rapid subsystem) must be defined by the non-baryon matter 

(a slow subsystem) behavior. Just rapid subsystem particles allow doing predictions and 

conclusions to us on states and properties of particles of the Universe matter slow subsystem (a 

dark matter), using methods of inverse problems. The presence of a dark matter was detected for 

the first time in the research of the galaxies motion which must be caused the gravitation 

interaction and it is just that effect which allows detecting the presence of a Bose condensate. Since 

in our approach it is laid stress on known particles, then we have the weighable evidence of the 

presence of Cooper pairs of Universe background neutrinos. We can use the similar mechanism to 

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconductivity for the formation explanation of Cooper 

neutrino pairs the more so that a dark matter is detected only in the vicinity of the University 

baryon matter. At the same time on scales over 1 Mpc must be observed the reverse process of 

Cooper neutrino pairs decay. This must causes to the increase of the background neutrino density 

in the Fermi liquid and to the expansion of the given volume of the Universe (Hubble flux of 

“δoМal volume”Ψ.  

χll tСТs alloаs return to “tСe absolute МosmoloРТМal prТnМТple” (tСe UnТverse must look equallв as 

in any points and in any directions and also at any instants of time [5]) the more so, that at very 

large distances in consequence of (18) the gravitation interaction can be ignored. Thus we can 

continue the construction of the stationary Universe on scales exceeding “tСe СomoРeneТtв Мell”, 

for which it can keep the theory developed in the standard model. As a result it is become a high-

priority test of the hypothesis on the presence of the Universe neutrino background under 

laboratory conditions.  

V.M. Lobashev [6] marked the beginning of this, investigating parameters, characterizing 

the decay of the tritium. Instead of the expected crevasse in the energy spectrum of electrons 

escaping from tritium nuclei (that gives the opportunity to prove the presence of the neutrino rest 
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mass) was observed the stable plateau. The received data allowed to him to do the conclusion on 

the presence of the pronounced neutrino cloud ambient our galaxy and also on the solar neutrino 

rays. Therefore it might be worthwhile to make experiments for the observation of the neutrino 

background temperature; it is possible with the employment of the Josephson effect. Of course, 

technical problems are considerable and first of all they are connected with the screening from the 

electromagnetic radiation but the result will have the fundamental importance. Particularly if by 

monitoring the temperature waves will be detected. 
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